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      Welcome to Obviously.AI's No-Code AI Crash Course WORDS TO INSPIRE YOU "The coming era of AI will not be the era of war, but the era of deep compassion, non- violence, and love.” AMIT RAY Requirements This crash course is intended for beginners, so you don't need any experience in coding or AI to follow along! To receive the No-Code AI certificate, you'll need to complete the steps at the end, and ultimately build and deploy a supervised learning model. No-Code AI Crash Course What is No-Code AI? And why it matters. Traditional AI is notoriously expensive No-code AI, on the other hand, enables and time-consuming, with even pilot even non-technical employees to projects taking months. quickly and easily deploy AI, without writing any code. As data scientists in the US earn upwards of $100,000 a year, this Instead of months, AI models can be translates to tens of thousands of made in minutes, de-risking the road to dollars. AI. Types of AI Broadly speaking, there are 3 major types of AI: Supervised Unsupervised Reinforcement Supervised Learning Any time you have labeled, tabular data, you're dealing with supervised learning. This is where tools like Obviously.AI come into play - you predict a label in a table of data. That label could be something like churn, conversion, fraud, attrition, or any other KPI. Let's walk through a few examples. Supervised Learning Example #1 - Closing Sales Deals For example, the dataset below is a sample of a sales dataset. The goal of a supervised learning approach is to predict the "Status" column, or whether a sales deal was won or lost, given attributes like the deal source, client type, and so on. Supervised Learning Example #2 - Increasing Customer Spend To give another example, here's a sample of a direct mail dataset. The goal is to predict the "Amount Spent" column, or how much a direct mail recipient spent, given attributes like their age, gender, whether own a home, their salary, and so on. Supervised Learning Example #3 - Minimizing Attrition Besides optimizing external KPIs like sales and customer spend, it's wise to optimize internal, organizational KPIs as well, like employee attrition. Below is an example of an employee attrition dataset, where the goal is to predict attrition, given attributes like wage and overtime. Supervised Learning Example #4 - Minimizing Churn Churn is when customers stop spending - it's the customer equivalent of employee attrition. Thus, churn can be analyzed in predicted in a similar fashion, given attributes like customer tenure and contract type. Supervised Learning Example #5 - Finding Cross-Sell Opportunities A powerful way to increase sales is cross-selling, or selling another, similar product to customers of a given product. However, if you target the wrong customers, you might just turn them off from your company. We can use AI to predict which customers will be interested in a new product, given customer "Response" data. 3 Steps to Any Tabular AI Use-Case Acquiring data. To get started building an AI model, you If you're a student, or not yet working with have two options: data, check out Kaggle or UCI Datasets. Use organizational data. Use public data. We'll use the pre-included sample churn dataset as an example. If you use any software that produces data (like Salesforce, Hubspot, Typeform, Shopify, or Google Analytics), then simply export your historical data. Upload data. Now that we have data, sign up free at obv.ai/signup. Next, hit "Add Dataset" to add the dataset you just exported, and add the sample dataset if you don't have your own. Pick a column. Now that we've added our dataset, simply pick the column we want to predict. If you're following along with the churn dataset, we'll pick the "Churn" column. Get predictions. Now that we've added our data and selected a target, it's time to get predictions. By hitting "Get Predictions," you'll be taken to a report page, which has a number of tabs. Right off the bat, you'll be on the "Drivers" tab, which shows you how each attribute impacts churn (in our case). Analyze drivers, pt 1. First, we can see the importance of each driver for predicting churn, by highlighting any of the circles below. Customer tenure, for instance, is inversely proportional to churn, while monthly charges are directly proportional to churn. Analyze drivers, pt 2. We can also hone in on particular drivers. Below, for example, we see that as total charges increase, so does churn. Create personas. On the "Personas" tab, we can make individual predictions, or personas of customers. For example, imagine we're a Telecom company with one fairly stingy group of customers. They tend to be single men who don't get add-on features, and don't have automatic billing enabled. With these attributes selected, we see there's a very high probability of churn - 69%. Make predictions. On the "Export Predictions" tab, we have Thus, the data we use for predictions should two ways to make predictions: have 19 columns - for our 19 attributes. Batch Predict (uploading a CSV) API Let's use batch prediction as an I simply drag-and-drop this dataset, and example. The original churn dataset Obviously.AI will automatically make a was 21 columns, including a customer prediction for each datapoint. ID column that wasn't used in training (since customer ID is meaningless), I can download the predictions as a CSV, or and the target column of churn. export them to Google Sheets. Advanced analytics. We also have an "Advanced Analytics" tab, used to show a decision tree, or the course of action the model takes to get to a predicted outcome of churn or no churn. Sharing reports. To share a report, simply hit the "Share" icon near the top right of your report. You'll then get a link that looks something like this: app.obviously.ai/prediction-shareable/f2384266-4469-11eb-aba0-9ec114a661c0 Getting a (free) certificate. To get a free, signed certificate, complete these tasks: Find a dataset (it can't be one of our sample datasets). Make a predictive model in Obviously.AI. Create at least one persona. Create a shareable report. Send an email to frederik@obviously.ai in the following format - Subject: FirstName LastName Certificate Body: Shareable report link You'll get your certificate within 24-48 hours! FOR ANY CONCERNS YOU MAY HAVE Contact Information EMAIL ADDRESS contact@obviously.ai 
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